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IMMUNOTHERAPY IN BREAST CANCER.THE SPATIAL ORGANIZATION OF INFLAM-
MATORY INFILTRATE (Abstract): Breast cancer progression is associated with robust neovas-
cularization. The tumour-associated ‘normal’ cells, such as immune/inflammatory cells, endothe-
lial cells and stromal cells, conspire with cancer cells in promoting this process. Immunotherapy 
works through stimulation of the immune system by active immunization with cancer vaccines, or 
passive immunization through tumor-specific antibodies and immune modulators. Our aim is to 
highlight the importance of immunotherapy. This therapy gives patients (with breast cancer ) a 
better quality of life even at advanced stages of cancer. Immunotherapy may replace chemothera-
py as the standard treatment for cancer in the fore coming future. Key words: BREAST CANCER, 
IMMUNOTHERAPY TREATMENTS, ESTROGEN, CHEMOTHERAPY, vACCINES, INTER-
LEUkIN, T-LYMPHOCYTES, MONOCYTES, MONOCLONAL ANTIBODIES

INTrODuCTION
Breast cancer is the heterogeneous type of 

cancer seen in women among the developing 
countries. It is the fastest foremost cause of 
oncologic morbidity and mortality amongst 
women in worldwide.Demographic changes in 
Asia, Southeast Asia, and South America will 
added rush this trend. various specialties are 
involved in the treatment are gynecology, sur-
gery, pathology, hematology/oncology, hormo-
nal therapy, radiology and radiation oncology. 
All advanced breast cancer treatment requires 
the possessions of progressive pathology, im-
munochemistry and molecular pathologic anal-
ysis (1). Cancer immunotherapy effectiveness 
in other types of malignancies and combina-
tions with immuno-oncology is showing re-
markable results. Immunotherapy treatments 
for breast cancer are costly both in itself as well 
as with regard to the management of poten-
tially severe adverse effects.

As a mobile system, with cell and tissue 
elements as static or dynamic intermediates, 
the immune system answers to tumor soluble 

signals while producing its own secreted mol-
ecules; frequently, the dialogue between tumor 
and the immune system is defined by an altered 
response of the latter, which favors tumor phe-
notype expansion and invasion. Regarding this 
complex interrelation, the cells of the immune 
system adopt a spatial distribution similar to 
those in the lymphoid organs in order to adapt 
themselves to the received signals. This pecu-
liar three-dimensional distribution is influenc-
ing activated cells, type of secreted cytokines 
and their proliferative profile.

Metastatic breast cancer is a complex mul-
tistep interactions process between tumor cells 
and the host resulting in leaving of tumor cells 
from their primary site to the metastasis area 
spreading via lymphatic system. When the tu-
mor is formed, it grew and proliferated over-
coming the cellular restrictions that leads to 
disrupt the local homeostasis and affected hy-
poxia, acidosis, as well as systemic and tissue 
pressures. During the initial phases of tumor 
proliferation, the host activates tissue repair 
mechanisms by providing the neoplasm with a 
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supply of nutrients vascularization, removing 
of waste, and escaping route for the prospective 
metastatic cell initiates an inflammatory re-
sponse that mobilizes the leukocytes to the pri-
mary and potential secondary sites by reactive 
microenvironment as well as a suitable environ-
ment of cytokines, growth factors, and extracel-
lular matrix proteins (2).

The estrogen plays a major role in the can-
cer progression, based on the hormone estrogen 
it is classified in two type hormone dependent 
or estrogen receptor-positive (ER-positive) and 
hormone independent / Estrogen independent 
or estrogen receptor-negative (ER-negative) 
breast cancer. These cells are resistant to hor-
mone therapy. Sometimes breast cancer cells 
are tested negative for receptors like estrogen 
receptor, progesterone receptor, and Human 
Epidermal Growth Factor receptor 2 are called 
triple-negative breast cancer (2).

Chemotherapy involves the use of one or 
more drugs to destroy tumour cells directly or 
stop cancer growth by inhibiting cancer cells 
ability to multiply. Chemotherapy is designed 
to affect cancer cells to a greater extent than 
normal cells, since cancer cells typically divide 
and multiply rapidly; however, this desired 
“selectivity” is not perfect, because normal 
cells also need to divide and multiply to replace 
themselves as they age – and some normal cells 
also divide rapidly, such as cells in the bone 
marrow, those lining the gastrointestinal tract, 
and cells in the hair follicles (3). This is the 
reason for some of the common side effects 
from chemotherapy, such as hair loss, nausea 
and vomiting, reduced white blood cell counts 
(leucopaenia, neutropaenia),reduced red blood 
cell counts (anaemia), reduced platelet counts 
(thrombocytopaenia), diarrhoea and mucositis. 
Many of these side effects go away after chem-
otherapy ends and normal cells recover. Differ-
ent types of chemotherapy drugs may produce 
different ranges of side effects.Tumour-targeted 
drugs are used for treatment of some cancer 
types in selected patients based on molecular 
characteristics of tumours determined by tissue 
and blood analysis. Tumour-targeted drugs can 
also cause side effects and their side effects 
profile depends largely on what the drug targets 
(3). The most common side effects from these 
drugs are diarrhoea, liver problems, skin prob-
lems, heart problems and high blood pressure. 
Because many of tumour-targeted drugs are 

quite new, it is still not known if they can cause 
longterm side effects.

MeThOD AND resuLTs
We examined the patients from the Depart-

ment of Endocrinology:
L.P. (aged 56 years): – Resection piece – 

multiple nodular formations, the largest with a 
maximum diameter of 1.4 cm, whitish, elastic, 
some partially covered by adipose tissue.The 
examined pleural fragments show carcinoma 
infiltration with predominantly solid architec-
ture and reduced tubular differentiation as well 
as reduced associated sclerohyaline stroma.
IHC: ER, PR – intensely positive diffuse in 
tumor cells. Mammaglobin – positive in iso-
lated tumor cells. GCDFP, TTF1 – negative in 
tumor cells. HER2neu – 3+.

ki67 – positive in 65-70% of tumor cells.
The aspects described support the diagnosis 

of pleural carcinoma metastasis with a mam-
mary gland starting point.

CT scan report(15.11.2019)Thorax: At the 
RML and RIL level – interlobular and peri-
bronchovascular thickening septal thickening, 
especially in the posterior basal segment. Sev-
eral adherent nodules to the interlobar fissures, 
maximum diameter of 12/13 mm in the RML 
attached to the horizontal fissure.The main 
bronchi and its branches – with permeable lu-
men.At the level of the right parietal pleura – 
irregular thickening, iodophilic.Right basal pleu-
ral effusion.11/17 mm adenopathy in the right 
lung.

Abdomen: Hepatomegaly, antero-posterior 
diameter of RHL = 176 mm, of LSH = 70 
mm, without nodular lesions. Gallbladder with-
out radiopaque gallstones. normal intrahepatic 
bile ducts. Normal, permeable portal vein.Pan-
creas, spleen, adrenal glands, both kidneys – 
normal CT appearance. Absence of lateroaortic 
adenopathies and of intraperitoneal free fluid 
on the sections performed. Densified aspect of 
the mesenteric root – mesenteric panniculitis. 
No suspicious bone lesions for malignancy in 
the scanned volume. At the level of RML and 
RIL – Nodular lesions attached to the fissures, 
interlobular septal thicken-ing. Right basal 
pleural effusion. Right parietal pleura- irregu-
lar thickening, iodophilic. 1cm adenopathy in 
the right pulmonary hilum.Homogeneous he-
patomegaly. Mesenteric panniculitis

CT scan report(after immunotherapy): Liv-
er with increased size (diameter LDH = 165 
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mm, LSH = 78 mm), homogeneous structure, 
without focal lesions. Normal, permeable por-
tal vein. Gallbladder with a folded fundus, 
without radiopaque gallstones. Common bile 
duct, intrahepatic bile – without dilatations.
Spleen with normal size, homogeneous struc-
ture. Pancreas, adrenal glands and kidneys – 
normal CT appearance. Absence of lateroaortic 
adenopathies Hiatal hernia with a 15 mm neck. 
Subcardial, gastric lipoma of 11mm on lesser 
curvature, stationary. Intraperitoneal free fluid 
filling visible in the scanned volume.Slightly 
densified appearance of fat at the mesenter’s 
root level. Irregular thickening of the right pleu-
ra up to a maximum of 8 mm, with a stationary 
appearance.Irregular thickening of great right 
fissure up to 4 mm with stationary appearance. 
Two straight perifissural nodules of 12/6.5 mm 
(compared to 14/7.5 mm), respectively 5 mm 
(compared to 6 mm anterior) – slightly reduced 
in size.Permeable tracheobronchial tree. No 
evidence of mediastinal adeno pathy. Absence 
of pleuro-pericardial effusion. Absence of bi-
lateral axillary adenopathy.Normal aspect of 
thyroid gland. At the level of the right hemi-
corpus (L4) – a osteolytic lesion of 7.5 mm 
with stationary appearance.Compared with the 
the CT examination from 15.11.2019: slight 
decrease in size of pulmonary nodular lesions. 
Otherwise, stationary aspect.

T.G.B. (aged 44 years): MRI report:Pelvic 
tumor block, with predominantly mucinous 
cystic structure, polycyclic contour, nonhomo-
geneous gadolinium, with right postero-lateral 
parauterine development, with invasion of the 

left uterine appendages, of 88/102/80 mm (diam. 
A-P / T / C-C). The lesion has no separation 
limit compared to the mobile sigmoid colon, it 
invades posteriorly the mesorectum, reaching 
to the pelvic wall on the right lateral side, with 
a thin plane of cleavage to the internal obtura-
tor muscle and to the external iliac vessels and 
comes in contact with the internal iliac vessels 
and the left piriformis muscle. Uterus involved 
in posterior contact with the described lesion. 
virtual uterine cavity. Bilateral ureteral situated 
postero-lateral tangential to the lession, without 
signs of tumor invasion or retrograde disten-
sion. Urinary bladder in semi-repletion.Intra-
peritoneal fluid of 7 mm. Absence of pelvic 
adenopathies. Bony pelvis with multiple osteo-
condensating lesions, vascularized, highly sug-
gestive of metastatic tumor. Gadoliniophilus 
nodule of 7 mm at the level of left gluteal 
muscle. Pelvic tumor block, most likely be-
longing to the uterine appendages, with meso-
rectal invasion and mobile sigmoid colon inva-
sion. Secondary disseminations. The patient is 
not suitable for immunotherapy.

DIsCussIONs
Clinical trials of immune checkpoint inhib-

itors in breast cancer patients have demonstrat-
ed promising results and brought a light of hope 
for patients with metastatic advanced stage . 
Patients often present with visceral involvement 
and typically show rapid progression and thus 
providing limited window of treatment oppor-
tunity. Tremendous advances have occurred in 
other subtypes of breast cancer such as HER2+ 

fig. 1. Tissue cytometry device
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tumors with the development of targeted agents 
against the HER2 receptor. Monoclonal anti-
bodies and drug–antibody conjugates have 
changed the management of HER2+ breast 
cancer. 2 ER+ breast cancers have agents that 
block estrogen signaling through either aro-
matase inhibition or selective ER modulation. 
Immunotherapy works through stimulation of 
the immune system by active immunization with 
cancer vaccines, or passive immunization through 
tumor-specific antibodies and immune modula-
tors, like immune-checkpoint inhibitors (1).

Cancer vaccines constitute another novel 
strategy in cancer immunotherapy. Therapeutic 
cancer vaccines have potential to elicit immune 
response against tumor-specific and tumor-as-
sociated antigens. Cancer vaccines include mo-
novalent vaccines that provide a single tumor-
associated antigen target for the immune system 
and polyvalent peptide vaccines that provide 
multiple targets (4, 6). Cellular vaccines are 
modified tumor cells or antigen-presenting 
cells. The use of polyvalent and antigen-specif-
ic vaccines offers the potential of truly precision 
therapy by using the mutations or drivers of a 
tumor to elicit an immune response. In high-
risk breast cancers, cancer vaccines could play 
a role in preventing relapse.

The various immunotherapies such as mo-
lecular therapy, cellular therapy, and vaccina-
tion have advantages and disadvantages while 
treating against the different type cancer (2) 
The molecular therapy, interleukin-2 (IL-2), 
immune checkpoint inhibitors, agonists of cos-
timulatory receptors; inhibitors of immunosup-
pressive factors; agonists of T-cell metabolism 

having beneficial effects towards curing the 
cancer and meantime it has minimal side effects

Breast cancer progression is associated with 
and dependent upon robust neovascularization. 
It is becoming clear that tumour-associated ‘nor-
mal’ cells, such as immune/inflammatory cells, 
endothelial cells and stromal cells, conspire 
with cancer cells in promoting this process. In 
particular, infiltrating immune/inflammatory 
cells secrete a diverse repertoire of growth fac-
tors and proteases that enable them to enhance 
tumour growth by stimulating angiogenesis and, 
as we suggest here, by promoting ‘tumour ar-
teriogenesis’ – enlargement of feeding vessels 
supplying the expanding tumour capillary bed 
(7). Macrophages and their chemoattractants 
are critical for the arteriogenic process in ischae-
mia and also in breast neoplasia. Monocytes 
are critical for the initiation of arteriogenesis 
because they adhere to and invade endo thelium 
activated by the increased shear stress that re-
sults from large pressuredifferences between 
perfused areas. The involvement of monocytes 
in arteriogenesis was discovered by Schaper et 
al. in 1976, shortly before their role in angio-
genesis in 1977 (7).

The best available evidence that immuno-
logic reactions can mediate the regression of 
large, vascularized metastatic cancers comes 
from humans who have received the administra-
tion of recombinant IL-2. Initial murine tumor 
treatment model studies demonstrated that the 
administration of high-dose IL-2 could result 
in substantial tumor regression .(6) In subse-
quent clinical trials employing treatment with 
highdose IL-2, objective tumor regression was 

fig. 2. Different types of cellular communication to support growth and dissemination 
in invasive ductal carcinoma and mixed carcinoma of the mammary gland
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observed in between 10% and 20% of breast 
cancer patients. The immune system recog-
nizes the cancer cells as abnormal and kills 
them, generally cancer and its treatments weak-
ens the immune system of the body. Chemo-
therapy, targeted cancer drugs, high dose ster-
oids and radiotherapy treatments are more likely 
to weaken the immune system. Immunotherapy 
is used to improve the immune system of cancer 
patient to fight against the tumor cells. Thymus 
gland plays an important part in modification 
of T-cell in our immune system. Studies with 
thymic peptide have made a variety of effect on 
immune system. Patients with advanced breast 
cancer with triple negative disease are treated 
with PD-L1 or PD-1 monoclonal antibodies 
(mAb). Cytotoxic T-lymphocytes-associated pro-
tein (CTLA-4) blockade appears less active and 
chimeric antigen receptor-engineered T-cell as 
adoptive therapy of breast cancer at the initial 
stages of development (2). Cancer over expressing 
protein receptor called HER2 may be treated 
with targeted immunotherapy such has pertu-
zumab (Perjeta) and trastuzumab (Herceptin) 
and in advanced cases trastuzumab ematinase 
(kadcyla) is used. Some types of immunother-
apy are also named as biotherapy or biologic 
therapy. Types of immunotherapy is based on 
the different ways they work on the immune 
system to make it to recognize the cancer cell 
and terminate it.

The human epidermal growth factor recep-
tor 2 (HER-2, ErbB-2) is overexpressed in 
20%-25% of invasive breast cancers, and its 
overexpression correlates with the pathogenesis 
and prognosis of breast cancer (8). It is con-
sidered an important therapeutic target, and 
several types of molecular therapies, including 

monoclonal antibodies, small molecules, and 
vaccines, have been developed to target the 
HER family of receptors (5). Monoclonal an-
tibodies are highly specific therapies with low 
toxicities. In addition to directly inducing can-
cer cell death, monoclonal antibodies also lead 
to immune activation, resulting in tumor cell 
toxicity. Limitations of monoclonal antibodies 
are their size, which may limit tumor penetra-
tion, heterogeneous antigen expression, and 
expression of tumor antigens in normal cells. 
various types of molecules are being developed 
as targeted therapies for metastatic breast can-
cer (5). Trastuzumab, the only approved mono-
clonal antibody for HER-2-overexpressing meta-
static breast cancer, provided the proof of 
principle that targeting specific receptors actu-
ally results in clinical benefit. Other monoclo-
nal antibodies and the small molecule dual 
protein tyrosine kinase inhibitors show great 
promise but require evaluation in clinical trials 
to assess their benefits.

CONCLusIONs
Immunotherapy is an advanced method of 

treatment around developing nations where our 
immune system fight against cancer cells natu-
rally. Immunotherapy is not the most used 
method in treating the cancer previously but 
rapidly growing treatment method nowadays. It 
is a cancer healer therapy with precise target, 
long lasting response, highest success rates and 
lesser side effects compare to available treat-
ments. It gives cancer patients a better quality 
of life even at advanced stages of cancer. Im-
munotherapy may replace chemotherapy as the 
standard treatment for cancer in the fore com-
ing future.
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